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Untis Express 3

1 Untis Express

1.1 Select a language

Untis timetable is currently available in 35 languages. Up to now every language had its own installation.
This is not necessary any more, since you can select a language while the program is running. Go to the
'Start' tab, click on <Settings>, go to 'General' and click on <Language>.

Note:
The selection of a language is saved in the file Untis.ini per Windows user. It is therefore possible to use
different language versions at the same time.

1.2 Help

Press F1 or go to the 'Start' tab, click on the 'Help topics' button and select one of the documentation
files. Up to now help was automatically installed on your local computer and no internet connection was
needed. As of now you are immediately connected to our online help by default which is stored on our
web servers and can be read via our browser. That's how we make sure that the most current and up-to-
date version is at your disposal.

If you want to save the help topics locally, just download the respective data via 'Help topics | Download
help file'.
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Note:
The help file (ending .CHM) is saved in the public documents in the 'Untis' file of the respective user. This
is the default path
C:\Users\Public\Documents\Untis

1.3 Copying of lessons: change of home room

If, for instance, a new class is created, we recommend to copy the lessons of the new class from
another class via 'Copy (<CTRL+C) and paste (<CTRL>+V)' instead of entering them manually. In the
2017 version the home room of the new class is entered correctly during this process, you do not need
to up-date the data yourself any more.
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1.4 Automatic sorting of master data

Up to now master data were shown in the order of entering. Untis 2017 always automatically shows all
master data elements in alphabetical order.

1.5 Lesson time requ. => element time requ.

In the lessons windows you see the availability of all elements involved by clicking the <time request>
button. In the past, however, if several classes took part in one lesson, it was not possible to change
their time requests. In the 2017 version you can switch directly to the time request window of the
respective element via the <Time request> button in the 'time request / lesson' window.

1.6 Background image: common formats

Up to now it was only possible to use .bmp files as background images. As of now common .jpg and .gif
formats can also be used.
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1.7 Optimisation: blocks via * breaks

If you want to avoid that double periods span a break, you go to 'Time grid', click on the 'Break' tab and
use '*' for individual breaks. As of now you can use this not only for double periods but also for period
blocks.
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1.8 3 week lessons

In earlier versions it was only possible to have lessons every other week. In response to many requests
we implemented a three week interval. Define in the lessons windows via the field 'weekly pattern' in
which week exactly the lesson (or the coupling line) takes place.

1.9 2 rooms in lesson: consider colours

It has been possible for quite some time to schedule several rooms in one coupling line. A new feature is
the correct transfer of all colours used for room master data to the timetable.
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1.10 Break supervision

1.10.1 Data input

In Untis Express 2017 you can schedule break supervisions provided that you use the 'Cover scheduling'
module. Click on the <Break supervisions> button on the 'Start' tab.

First define the areas which need to be supervised in the window 'Corridors'.
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Then enter the maximum minutes every teacher should supervise breaks per week in the 'BS max' field
of the teacher master data window.

If necessary you can enter which corridors access which rooms in the rooms window. At the next
optimisation process, Untis will try to schedule teachers to supervise the corridor which is adjacent to a
room they teach in before or after the break.
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1.10.2 Break supervisions window

In the 'Break supervisions' window all breaks are shown in a table which are available for scheduling acc.
to the time grid. Choose a corridor at the top left. Then select the breaks in the grid which need
supervision. By clicking on the <Supervision> button you complete this step.

If you want to give some breaks different weigthings than defined in the time grid, click on the <Minutes>
button and define in the grid the different weightings of the breaks.
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Not all teachers are available in all breaks. Block the teachers who should not be scheduled at some
times on the 'Teacher' tab by clicking on the <Blocking> button.

1.10.3 Weighting

Before you start with optimisation, open the 'Weighting' window by clicking on the respective button. In
this window you define which conditions are important for scheduling supervisions. In some schools it is
important, for instance, that a lesson takes place either before or after supervision.
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1.10.4 Optimisation

When all entries are completed, go to the <Optimisation> button to start automatic scheduling. The
result is immediately visible in the break supervision window - if a cell is highlighted in red, this means
that no ideal teacher was found and therefore a 'makeshift solution' was scheduled.

1.10.5 Display in the timetable

Scheduled break supervisions are displayed as small boxes between periods in the teacher timetables.
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Click right on the timetable and select 'Timetable period' in order to change the layout.
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1.10.6 Impact on the cover schedule

Break supervisions also need to be covered. For an absent teacher who would have had break
supervision during his absence an extra line with the type 'Break supervision' is created in the 'Cover
Scheduling' window.
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1.11 Cover scheduling

1.11.1 Selection list of student groups

Student groups are of crucial significance regarding interaction with WebUntis. In the 2017 version we
created the possibility to select the available student groups from a selection list in the 'event' or 'special
duty' window of cover scheduling. Thus if you create an event with class 1a, the selection list provides
you with students of class 1a only, if you, e.g. enter '1a, 1b' all student groups of classes 1a and 1b can
be selected.

It certainly still is possible to enter any student group. Furthermore, Wildcards (?, %, $) provided when
entering a lesson are from now on also available in the substitution list.

1.11.2 Events for student groups

Often not all students of a class are taking part in an event, but only parts of it. Untis shows this via the
student groups; if a class is split into three groups, for every coupling line a student group is entered. If
you now define an event and enter the respective student group, only the 'right' teacher is released.

1.11.3 Teacher timetable: daily comments output

In earlier versions it was also possible to enter daily comments for individual teachers.
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Now you can also print out the teacher specific daily comments via timetables.
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1.11.4 Lock periods

In response to many user requests it is now also possible in the cover scheduling mode to lock individual
periods in the timetable, simply click the <Lock Period> button.
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If you try to shift a locked period a warning pops up.

1.11.5 Swap over several weeks

Up to now single periods could only be swapped within the same week. This has been changed. Drag a
period from the timetable and 'drop' it next to the timetable (just like in manual scheduling in the
timetable mode). If you then go to another week, the swap is completed.
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